Wren  Feathers
Ruched sundress
As always, this pattern is © by me (Jennie Bagrowski) and is for your personal use only, you MAY share it by linking to
this blog, you may NOT sell it or upload it to any site without my permission. If you sell things made from this pattern I’d
appreciate credit for the pattern design. 
If you downloaded this elsewhere it was stolen from: http://jenwrenne.wordpress.com
I assume you have basic sewing knowledge and the explanation should suffice, but if you need help please email me!

Doll is Our Generation Melina (beekeeper)
Outfit based on this OG one
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I’ve changed this to a loose-fit sundress instead of the two-piece original, since we had a two-piece swim/play suit
combo in the last post and a different ruched swimsuit in last year’s summer sew-along. Some other factors in the
change were that in the original, the cute pocket detail is covered by the skirt, and then, when I tried putting the retro
playsuit onto Melina, the skirt had been sized for Luciana, who is apparently much slimmer so the skirt didn’t close.
That problem disappears when it’s a dress instead of something fitted to the waist. You can close this dress with an
overlap in back or flush with velcro, whatever fits your doll better.
If you’re up for learning something new, this will let you practice a way to do mitered binding on an inside angle. There
are lots of tutorials out there and I was hoping to just link a good one for you. Most that I found though, were mainly
aimed at the quilters, who do a lot of binding, and were based on on perfect 90 degree angles that needed to look good
on both sides. None of them were exactly how I did this, so I’m sharing my version here. Note that for smaller, more
extreme angles, like the V on a T-shirt I would probably choose a different, slightly more difficult method that involves
sewing two angles into the binding. Yes, I already hear you asking for that tutorial, I’ll put it on the to-do list, but
practice this first as a warm up! :)
If you’re a newbie sewer, or just in a hurry, feel free to eliminate the center point detail by just cutting it as a straight
line to the fold rather than curving down. The bias will then be much easier to apply. The ruched front and pockets can
be eliminated too but you can still make it look special with a mix of fun prints. The whole dress can be made with just
one fat quarter or go wild with scraps and make everything from a different fabric.
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Sew binding on until you hit the angle at the center point. Clip the bodice fabric down a scant 1/4”, pull open at that
point so it lays more straight than curved, and continue applying binding.

Now the bias gaps out, so you need to eliminate the excess by sewing that angle, following the line of the clip exactly as
your stitching line. Start at the lowest point and finish at the top of that seam allowance. Since it’s just a few stitches
and needs to be precise, it’s easiest to do it by hand, make sure to tie off well.
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On the inside, it’s quickest and easiest to now clip the binding as close to your stitching as possible, fold the sides back as
triangles, then fold them under. You may have seen folds done this way as a waist casing finish for drawstring pants (it’s
often used on Indian salwar) or at the top of a drawstring bag. Now when you press, the binding should lay flat against
the angle of the bodice on the front. If it doesn’t, fix your hand stitching until it does.

Fold bias under on back and topstitch down.
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